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Sample Business Loan Transaction

What does a "typical" SRP  Look Like?

Although few scenarios are ever really "typical", we wanted 
to present a sample that shows some of the particulars and 
circumstances of an SRP case. *	

ASSUMED FACTS

An ongoing business wishes to provide an executive benefit 
to its key employee. They choose to provide a cash value life 
insurance product looking for protection and income in later 
years. The product, owned by the employee (or their trust) will 
support $300,000 of deposits annually for 10 years. 

-The employee would assign the policy as collateral for the loan. Any shortfall in collateral would be covered in cash, letter of 
credit, etc.  The lender would be directed to send the annual advances directly to the insurance carrier.  
-No personal guarantee from the employee would be required as a commercial loan exists. 
-The business accepts a UCC(1) filing as additional collateral for the loan creating asset protection for the business.

* Results will vary depending on interest rates and policy crediting rates 
  Hypothetical scenario for illustration purposes only. 
  Information on this document subject to change without notice.  Please contact us for the most current information. 
  Nothing in this document constitutes an offer to finance. 
** All Clients must confer with their financial and tax advisors on interest deductibility or tax treatment matters.  Stryde does not provide tax advice.  Loans and financing must be  
   considered and reviewed with qualified advisors.	

     The ongoing business takes out a $3M loan ($300k X 10 yrs.), taking the money in equal annual amounts. 
     Assuming 4% interest, then the business pays $12,000 in interest in year 1 ($300k X 4%).  The Client and CPA determine  
     the business interest is deductible ** as the loan accomplishes numerous legitimate business purposes.  
     Business and key employee enter into a Sec. 7872 transaction: 

• Key employee has a demand promissory note (executed or implied by law) for $3M mirroring the terms of the business 
loan.  No balance sheet impact to the business (debt to lender offset by asset from key employee). 

• Employee must pay full interest on the note or the federally "deemed" interest (AFR) in accordance with Sec. 1274 (d).  
• The AFR generally used (demand note) is the Sec. 7872 (e)(2) blended annual rate published each July. Current rate is 

          .73%, so employee pays $2,190 in Year 1 ($300k X .73%). 
• The $2,190 is recognized as income by the company. 
• The company could pay the $2,190 to the employee and take a deduction (salary or bonus) and the employee would be 

taxed on the amount as income (employee still pays the $2,190 back to the company).
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